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The Martini Females are here.com), an electronic lifestyle magazine and newsletters for smart,
savvy, females, for a long time now. Martini Wisdom is the ideal anecdote to all those blah,
blah, blah motivational and inspirational books about midlife and beyond. Pour yourself a
martini or a glass of wines and sit back and enjoy these funny irreverent quips about like,
relationships, shoes, gaining weight, growing older and so a lot more. It’s the perfect
anywhere go through and you’re likely to want to share it with your BFFs as well. These quirky
quotes have been entertaining the readers of The Three Tomatoes (www.thethreetomatoes.
Fifty fun and irreverant quips and midlife musings. It’s those irreverent believed bubbles that
the “martini women” dare to say aloud. Come on…you know you’ve had some of these thoughts
too.
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Great Gift book for everyone!. Actually fun, quick read. Additionally it is one of those little
books to keep next to your bed or in the toilet that you want to look at over and over again
because it is "that good" and will cause you to laugh.The dedication says that it is dedicated to
all of the fun loving, and free-spirited women we know who are fully enjoying life at every age
and every stage.While I really do not beverage martinis, I really do drink wines ,and I love
chocolate which book has a tonof golden nuggets which will have you smiling throughout and
laughing aloud.Buy this book for each girl and female you know-- today's females will love
this book for they are strong, accomplished, daring, empowering, rather than scared to speak
their brain;. I'll keep it within my desk for future reference. I simply bought a bunch! Witty and
laugh-out-loud funny! It is a little book with fantastic artwork and inspirational quotes and
small more than enough to transport in your purse for re-reading when you have a free
moment, and to have as an excellent conversation starter. It's sensible, smart and sarcastic.
Roz was reading aloud from Martini Wisdom as we mingled, laughed, and sipped our drinks.
Congratulations on your first book Roni I’m sure many more to check out. I was transported to
a marvelous cocktail party and was immediately taller, thinner and beautifully attired because
of my Jimmy Choos. Hysterical OMG, I just browse Martini Wisdom between meeting calls and
it had been very hard never to laugh out loud! It definitely made my day time.This is the
perfect holiday gift! It is the giddiness you are feeling when you encounter comic genius laced
with intelligent observations on life after 40. You will too. A few web pages in, a strange matter
happened. I had been cuddled up on my couch in my comfies sipping tea when abruptly I
started hearing Roz Russell’s Auntie Mame speaking. Need my copy to be signed by you
amazing person/writer. It is a great publication if you need a pick-me-up and makes for a
great gift. Thanks to the authors for that gift! Arrive join the party, dahlings! LOVED Martini
Wisdom: Midlife Musings Gather the "young ladies", your preferred martini or cup of wine, and
have a good laugh about the joys of being a midlife female who knows how exactly to live life,
with almost all its ups and downs, trials and tribulations, and general hysteria.” Somebody Get
Me a Martini! I cherished Cheryl Benton's and Roni Jenkins' publication, MARTINI WISDOM! In
reality, after tripping through this little book, Martini Wisdom and various other midlife
musings, using its insanely pithy pronouncements and take-no-prisoners attitude, I feel as
though I've already had a Dirty Martini with olives privately. We may be getting older, but
we're also getting bolder.. Anne Akers I wish I'd said that!. girls will like it because they will also
be able to relate to most of the life ideas in this book and take advantage of the wisdom and
lifepaths their moms have already created.. to fully capture with humour and perspective the
truth and wisdom of it all. It's an anywhere examine, it's a quick browse, it's pocket sized, and
an excellent holiday stocking stuffer. We all need an excellent laugh and this fashionable,
savvy, beautifully illustrated "little publication" DELIVERS. Loved it!. There is a pearl of wisdom
for each situation in this hysterical collection! You nailed it! Martini females possess a
resonance that can only result from great life experiences and a wicked sense of humor. Do
that, and she's sure to get another round of martinis! Adorable I received my duplicate
yesterday. Challenging horrible stuff going on all around us, it had been a delight to sit back
with this precious small book and have a few laughs. I anticipate that this will happen every
time I open up the book. Kudos to this outrageous mother- and-girl writing team. I’m ordering
some more copies today “Darlings . It requires 2 very smart gals.. Laughter and Terms to Live
By I have the Kindle edition and need the paperback. Cheryl Benton, Founder of The Three
Tomatoes, and her wonderful daughter.FYI it really is a great hostess present for the holiday
season; And I discover myself saying "I want I had said that" after each one. Every female



friend on my list has been told to buy two copies: Someone to carry around so you can keep
sense great about yourself, and one for your best friend. I'm recommending it to all my
girlfriends and it makes an excellent stocking stuffer.
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